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Abstract: Constitutional dynamic chemistry (CDC), including
both dynamic covalent chemistry and dynamic noncovalent
chemistry, relies on reversible formation and breakage of
bonds to achieve continuous changes in constitution by
reorganization of components. In this regard, CDC is considered to be an efficient and appealing strategy for selective
fabrication of surface nanostructures by virtue of dynamic
diversity. Although constitutional dynamics of monolayered
structures has been recently demonstrated at liquid/solid
interfaces, most of molecular reorganization/reaction processes
were thought to be irreversible under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)
conditions where CDC is therefore a challenge to be achieved.
Here, we have successfully constructed a system that presents
constitutional dynamics on a solid surface based on dynamic
coordination chemistry, in which selective formation of metal–
organic motifs is achieved under UHV conditions. The key to
making this reversible switching successful is the molecule–
substrate interaction as revealed by DFT calculations.

an evidence of constitutional dynamics under UHV conditions, while the process was in a stochastic manner without
control on the dynamers.[16] It is therefore of utmost interest
to develop systems that present self-organization with selection operating on constitutional diversity under UHV conditions.
In this study, we choose a nucleobase molecule, thymine
(T), as a potential candidate to interact with Ni atoms. As the
T molecule contains two possible coordination binding sites
(i.e. O2 and O4, see the upper panel of Figure 1), from
theoretical calculations, both sites are capable of coordinating
to Ni atoms with similar stabilities. It thus may provide us with

Supramolecular chemistry, which is intrinsically a dynamic

chemistry, has been widely employed as an efficient way to
construct highly complex and multifunctional nanostructures
through self-assembly processes from rationally designed
molecular building blocks.[1, 2] As one of the novel types of
dynamic processes, constitutional dynamics, which relies on
reversible formation and breakage of bonds to achieve
continuous changes in constitution by reorganization of
components, has recently been considered to be an appealing
strategy for controllable fabrication of surface nanostructures
with selection in addition to design.[3, 4] In this regard, as an
important outgrowth of supramolecular chemistry, constitutional dynamic chemistry would be promising for potential
applications in molecular switching devices. Recently, constitutional dynamics of monolayered structures (including
both covalent bonds and noncovalent interactions) has been
demonstrated at liquid/solid interfaces.[5–10] However, most of
molecular reorganization/reaction processes investigated
under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions were thought to
be irreversible,[11–15] and constitutional dynamics is therefore
a challenge to be achieved under UHV conditions. Recently,
chirality switching of caged supramolecules was observed as
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Figure 1. Upper panel: Schematic illustration on the constitutional
dynamics between two distinct metal–organic coordination trimers on
a Au(111) surface. R and L denote the chiralities of individual
molecules. Lower panel: Close-up STM images and corresponding
STM simulations superimposed with optimized models of heterochiral
and homochiral metal–organic trimers on Au(111). Scanning conditions: It = 0.78 nA, Vt = 1.25 V; STM simulations are performed at
a bias voltage of 1.2 V.
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a model system presenting structural diversity to allow
investigation of dynamic coordination chemistry related
issues on the surface. Herein, from the interplay of highresolution STM imaging and density functional theory (DFT)
calculations, we have realized continuous interconversions of
two distinct metal–organic trimers on the Au(111) surface
(see Figure 1), thus achieved on-surface constitutional
dynamics under UHV conditions, in which these two metal–
organic motifs just behave as dynamers (i.e. supramolecules
that are able to undergo adaptation and continuous constitutional changes). The key to making this controllable switching
successful is the molecule–substrate interaction, that is, the
preferred registry of metal–organic trimers with respect to the
surface atomic lattice, which is revealed by extensive DFT
calculations.
Co-deposition of T molecules and Ni atoms on a Au(111)
surface held at room temperature (RT) leads to the formation
of one-dimensional (1D) molecular chains as shown in
Figure 2 a. These chains look similar to hydrogen-bonded T
filaments (see Figure S1) at a first glance, however, they
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model and the STM simulation, we distinguish that it is
formed by three T molecules (with different chiralities)
coordinating to one Ni atom by O2 or O4 sites (also see the
upper panel of Figure 1), and then each trimer binds to the
neighboring one with opposite chirality through three N¢
H···O hydrogen bonds forming the metal–organic molecular
chains as revealed by the optimized model overlaid on the
STM image (Figure 2 c). Such metal–organic chains are found
to be similar to the 1D chains formed by glutamic acid and
nickel atoms on Au(111), in which the growth directions of
the chains are influenced by the herringbone reconstruction.[18] While, in our case, we can identify that basically there
are three distinct growth directions and there is no obvious
tendency that the directions and separations of the chains are
influenced by the herringbone reconstruction as shown in
Figures S2 and S3. If additional T molecules are deposited on
the metal–organic chain-covered surface, we find the coexistence of metal–organic chains and hydrogen-bonded T
filaments (Figure 2 e). After annealing at 370 K, surprisingly,
we find that the metal–organic chains are converted to
a network structure (Figure 2 f). Since it is not feasible to
fabricate the network structure by direct anneal of the metal–
organic chains at 370 K, we speculate that the newly added
T molecules somehow facilitate the formation of the network
structure.
From the close-up high-resolution STM image of the
network structure (Figure 3 a), we identify that the structure is
composed of both trimeric and dimeric elementary motifs as
indicated by green and blue contours, respectively (Figure 3 b). The trimeric motif is assigned to a homochiral metal–
organic trimer as highlighted in Figure 1. From the DFToptimized model and the STM simulation, we distinguish that
the homochiral trimer is formed by three T molecules (with

Figure 2. a) Large-scale STM image showing the formation of metal–
organic molecular chains after co-deposition of T molecules and Ni
atoms on the surface held at RT. b) Close-up STM image allowing us
to identify the individual building blocks (i.e. heterochiral metal–
organic trimers indicated by green and blue contours where R and L
denote the chiralities of the motifs) within the chain structure. The
STM simulation (the gray part) is partially superimposed on the STM
image. c) DFT-optimized structural model superimposed on the STM
image. d–f) Structural conversion from metal–organic chains to hybrid
networks by adding additional T molecules and then annealing at
370 K. The newly added T molecules are indicated by white contours as
shown in (e). Scanning conditions: It = 0.39 nA, Vt = 1.25 V; STM
simulation is performed at a bias voltage of 1.25 V.

prefer to be separated even at a higher surface coverage (ca.
0.8 monolayer). This characteristic is different from hydrogen-bonded T filaments that are inclined to form 2D islands
as shown in Figure S1.[17] From the close-up STM image
(Figure 2 b), we could identify that the molecular chain is
composed of trimeric motifs with alternating chiralities as
indicated by green and blue contours. This elementary
structural motif is assigned to a heterochiral metal–organic
trimer as highlighted in Figure 1. From the DFT-optimized
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Figure 3. a) and b) Close-up high-resolution STM images of hybrid
molecular networks allowing us to identify the individual building
blocks (i.e. homochiral metal–organic trimers and hydrogen-bonded T
dimers indicated by green and blue contours, respectively) within the
network structure. The STM simulation (the gray part) is partially
superimposed on the STM image. c) DFT-optimized structural model
superimposed on the STM image. d–f) Reversible structural conversion from hybrid networks back to metal–organic chains by adding Ni
atoms and then annealing at 370 K. Scanning conditions: It = 0.86 nA,
Vt = 1.25 V; STM simulation is performed at a bias voltage of 1.25 V.
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the same chirality) coordinating to one Ni atom by O4 sites
(also see the upper panel of Figure 1), and the dimeric motif is
assigned to a hydrogen-bonded T dimer (as shown in detail in
Figure S4). The hybrid network structure is then formed by
alternating arrangement of homochiral metal–organic trimers
and hydrogen-bonded T dimers linked together through two
N¢H···O hydrogen bonds as revealed by the optimized model
which is overlaid on the STM image (Figure 3 c). Such hybrid
network structures look similar to the previously reported
porous networks formed by the adsorption of (S)-proline on
Ni/Au(111).[19] The remarkable difference is that the hybrid
network is formed by two kinds of elementary structural
motifs as shown in Figure 3 a–c. It is noteworthy that the
introduction of additional T molecules does not change the
local stoichiometric ratio for the metal–organic motifs (i.e., T/
Ni ratio is kept as 3:1 in the homochiral metal–organic
trimer). Thus, the hydrogen-bonded T dimers just facilitate
the formation of the hybrid network structure.
To explore the role of additional T molecules in facilitating the conversion from the heterochiral metal–organic trimer
to the homochiral one, an interesting question arises what
happens if we remove the hydrogen-bonded T dimers. To do
so, we sequentially deposit additional Ni atoms on the hybridnetworks-covered surface with an attempt to consume the
hydrogen-bonded T dimers. After annealing such a surface at
370 K, interestingly, we find the hybrid networks are converted back to metal–organic chains (Figure 3 d–f), which
indicates that the reversible conversion from homochiral
metal–organic trimers to heterochiral ones is also feasible.
Furthermore, the continuous interconversions between two
distinct metal–organic trimers have also been achieved as
shown in the Supporting Information (Figure S5). In this
system, these two metal–organic trimers just behave as
dynamers that are able to undergo continuous constitutional
changes. Consequently, we present a model system of onsurface constitutional dynamics based on dynamic coordination chemistry.
Finally, to unravel the mechanism of this unprecedented
selective self-organization of metal–organic motifs, extensive
DFT calculations are performed to discover the role of
hydrogen-bonded T dimers in such a process. As known that
for on-surface metal–organic motifs the molecule-substrate
interaction (i.e. the preferred registry with respect to the
substrate lattice) predominantly determines the stabilities of
motifs,[20, 21] we thus start out the calculations on the isolated
heterochiral and homochiral metal–organic trimers adsorbed
on Au(111). The most stable configurations for these two
motifs are shown in Figure 4 a,c, respectively. From the
optimized models, we can see that for both heterochiral and
homochiral trimers, the Ni atoms and the coordination O
atoms are both located at hollow sites of the substrate lattices.
The most stable heterochiral trimer is calculated to be slightly
less stable than the homochiral one by 0.09 eV. Then the
question arises why the formed surface structure is dominated
by metal–organic chains (i.e. heterochiral trimers) before
introducing additional T dimers on the surface.
We then calculate larger structures by directly linking two
heterochiral trimers and two homochiral ones through hydrogen bonds as shown in Figure 4 b,f, respectively. Again, from
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2016, 55, 7157 –7160
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Figure 4. DFT-optimized models of heterochiral and homochiral
metal–organic trimers and the corresponding larger structural motifs
on a Au(111) surface. a) DFT-optimized models of the most stable
isolated heterochiral metal–organic trimer, and b) two most stable
heterochiral trimers directly linked by hydrogen bonds. c) DFT-optimized models of the most stable isolated homochiral metal–organic
trimer, and d) two most stable homochiral trimers linked by a hydrogen-bonded T dimer through hydrogen bonds. e) DFT-optimized
models of the metastable isolated homochiral metal–organic trimer,
and f) one most stable and one meta-stable homochiral trimers
directly linked by hydrogen bonds. The gold atoms in the first layer
and second one are shown in yellow and brown, respectively.

the optimized model shown in Figure 4 b which is just the
structural motif in metal–organic chains, we distinguish that
both heterochiral trimers adopt the most stable configuration.
While, for the proposed structure shown in Figure 4 f, we note
that only one of the homochiral trimers adopts the most stable
configuration, and the other one has to adopt a metastable
configuration (Figure 4 e) where the coordination O atoms
are located at top sites of the substrate lattices. Thus, the
structural motif formed by directly linking of two heterochiral
trimers (Figure 4 b) is energetically more favorable than that
of two homochiral trimers (Figure 4 f) by 0.27 eV, which well
accounts for the formation of metal–organic chains composed
of heterochiral trimers (Figure 2 a–c). Furthermore, to dig out
the role of T dimers in stabilizing the homochiral trimers, we
calculate an even larger structure by incorporation of a hydrogen-bonded T dimer in between two homochiral trimers
through hydrogen bonds as shown in Figure 4 d. From the
optimized model, which is just the structural motif in hybrid
networks, we identify that both homochiral trimers now adopt
the most stable configuration. In other words, the homochiral
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metal–organic trimers are trapped by the hydrogen-bonded T
dimers as experimentally evidenced (Figure 3 a–c).
In conclusion, from the interplay of high-resolution STM
imaging and detailed DFT calculations, we have not only
realized on-surface constitutional dynamics but also achieved
the control on different dynamers, which was thought to be
a challenge under UHV conditions. In this system, the key to
making the constitutional dynamics successful is the molecule-substrate interaction, which affects the relative stabilities
of different dynamers and thus leads to self-organization with
selection. These findings may open a new avenue to controllable fabrication of nanostructures with variation and selection in a comparatively facile manner by making use of the
strategy of surface-assisted dynamic chemistry, thus enabling
adaptive chemistry on the surface.
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